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BATTLE OF THE DECADES, Palm Beach Post Sunday on the Waterfront 
 

Introduction/Background: 
Sunday on the Waterfront is a family-friendly outdoor concert series held year round on the 3rd Sunday of each 
month, and features a variety of national and regional recording artists.  Located along the picturesque Flagler Drive 
waterfront on the Waterfront Commons, Sunday on The Waterfront provides an ideal setting for good times and great 
entertainment.  Key components of the event are live band performances, a children’s area, food and beverage 
concessionaire, and monthly contests for the audience to win sponsor provided prizes.  Sunday on The Waterfront, 
which averages three thousand attendees every month, is produced by the City of West Palm Beach, Division of 
Community Events. 
 
The BATTLE OF THE DECADES format overview 

 The Battle of the Decades will run at the Meyer Amphitheatre in downtown West Palm Beach as part of the 
Sunday on the Waterfront concert series during June, July and August 2012.  June features 1960’s music, July 
features 1980’s music and August features Today’s music (Top 40 music recorded within the past 5 years).  Each 
month three bands will compete in their genre and a winning band will be determined at the end of the day by live 
audience vote.  The audience is given ballots that are turned in and counted at the end of the 3rd band’s set.  All 
three bands remain on-site and return to the stage for the live “winner” announcement on their battle day. The 
winning band is presented with a certificate signed by the Mayor of West Palm Beach and each band member 
receives a Battle of the Decades T-shirt. 

 The winning bands from June (1960’s), July (1980’s) and August (Today) will then go head to head in an ON-
LINE vote that will run for approximately two weeks in August/September.  The on-line vote element was added to 
drive attendees to the Sunday on the Waterfront Web site, www.wpb.org/sow, where they can learn more about 
the event, see the season’s entertainment line-up, and provide comments/ask questions to the event coordinator. 
Polls will open on Monday, August 20 one day after The “Today” band is selected.  The title winner that is 
determined by on-line voting will be announced live from the stage at the Sunday on the Waterfront concert on 
Sunday, September 16.  Again, the three winning bands that are competing for the title will be present for this 
announcement which will provide the audience with a visually impactful and suspenseful event finale.   

 The overall winning Battle band will open for THE MONKEES Lead Singer MICKY DOLENZ at Sunday on the 
Waterfront on October 21.   

 
Description and Purpose/Objective: 
The BATTLE OF THE DECADES objective is to take Sunday on the Waterfront to a new level and set it apart from 
concert series that other cities in our region are producing. Over the past few years, Sunday on the Waterfront has 
booked mainly tribute acts, with approximately two national acts per year.  As our tribute band format became more 
popular, other cities and venues in the region picked up on the trend and began booking the same tribute acts we 
were which oversaturates the tribute concept and gives the regional audience a limited variety of free live 
entertainment.  
 
In adding the BATTLE OF THE DECADES within our existing Sunday on the Waterfront series we have enhanced the 
concert experience with an element that has not only set us apart from the other cities and venues, but also provided 
an excellent opportunity for attendee involvement. Our audience will be choosing one regional act out of nine 
contenders to open for a national act in October and they are encouraged to “dress to the decade” for chances to win 
prizes.  
 
Additional value has been realized by the opportunity to showcase more regional talent as nine bands play during the 
three month summer Battle rather than the three that we would have booked under the traditional Sunday on the 
Waterfront concert format. 
 
 
What makes this event unique & creative: 
What makes the BATTLE OF THE DECADES unique and creative is that no one else is doing this.  In a time when 
reality talent shows rule the entertainment world, we took a very popular model (battle of the bands) and turned it into 
a battle that not only relies on talent, but also pitches three decades of very popular music genres against each other 
in a LIVE format.  This series allows three generations to come together and enjoy each other’s music while engaging 
in a friendly battle to decide which decade had the best music.   
 

http://www.wpb.org/sow


Target Audience: 
Palm Beach County residents and visitors of all ages.  Average attendance per concert date is 3,000. 
 
Overall revenue/expense budget of event: 

Overall Revenue: Sunday on the Waterfront, Battle of the Decades is a free event so revenue 
generation is only realized through sponsorship and limited vending opportunities.  The 
annual average is $15,000 per year.  

Overall Expenses: $45,500 
 
Tie- In of Program to Main Event: 
The central purpose of Sunday on the Waterfront will always be to provide the community with a free, fun-filled 
concert series that families can enjoy together.  The BATTLE OF THE DECADES enabled us to bring Sunday on the 
Waterfront to a new level and set our event apart from concert series that other regional cities and events produce. 
 
Duration of Program:  
June 17 – October 21, 2012.  This is the inaugural year of BATTLE OF THE DECADES. 
 
Description of sponsor/charity/volunteer/school/ etc., involvement and benefits to each: 

1. Palm Beach Post; Title sponsor of Sunday on the Waterfront.  Benefits from outstanding cross promotion 
with our radio sponsor equaling approximately 60 spots per month on 6 different radio stations, each with a 
different demographic. .  Further benefits from the opportunity to sell and showcase their newspaper onsite to 
a monthly estimated crowd of 5,000-7,000. 

2. Palm Beach Daily News: Print sponsor who benefits from outstanding cross promotion with our radio 
sponsor equaling approximately 60 spots per month on 6 different radio stations, each with a different 
demographic.  Further benefits from the opportunity to sell and showcase their newspaper onsite to a monthly 
estimated crowd of 5,000-7,000. 

3. A Latte Fun:  An indoor Kids mega-play area, A Latte Fun sponsors Sunday on the Waterfront by providing 
onsite kids activities each month.  This partnership allows them to reach new customers for their 365 
operation as their permanent location is in an adjacent city.  In effect, it offers a “sampling” of their fun zone to 
our attendees. 

4. West Palm Beach Marriott:  Hotel sponsor who provides room nights for our traveling performers.  The 
Marriott benefits by the exposure in the newspaper and radio spots played and printed monthly and the 
notoriety of hosting national performers at their location. 

5. Coca Cola:  City’s soda sponsor who benefits from the exposure in the newspaper and radio spots played 
and printed monthly and the onsite sales of Coca Cola products. 

6. Clear Channel Radio- Radio sponsor providing approximately 60 spots per month to advertise Sunday on 
the Waterfront.  They benefit from the exposure in the newspaper ads, their exclusivity and ownership of the 
Sunday on the Waterfront Concert Series and the opportunity to have their radio talent involved in the 
activities at Sunday on the Waterfront. 

 
Overall effectiveness/success of Program/Attendance/Measurable Results: 
As this event is currently on-going, only initial results can be reported.  Already The Battle of the Decades is adding 
value to Sunday on the Waterfront as it is providing new opportunities to pitch to the media which has, and will 
continue to, increase coverage over typical media coverage of the event.  The Palm Beach Post ran a detailed 
placement the day of the June concert and the media will continue to follow the battle throughout the summer, and will 
cover a non-battle concert in September to find out who wins the battle.  The unique format of pitching decades 
against each other has also allowed the event’s radio sponsor, Clear Channel stations KOOL 105.5 and News Radio 
1290 WJNO, to run decade specific spots each month of the Battle in addition to their regular Sunday on Waterfront 
radio spots. 
 
Audience participation has definitely increased as was witnessed when attendees flocked to the voting booth (which 
doubles as a City information hub) at the June concert to choose their favorite 1960’s band.  Many attendees were 
decked out and dancing in their grooviest 1960’s attire and 1

st
, 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 place prized that were sponsored by event 

partners were awarded on one of the set change breaks. 
 
What Challenges/Obstacles did you foresee/encounter in Creating the Program: 

 Securing Bands: The format of Battle of the Decades requires 9 bands that play very specific music; three 
that cover the 1960’s, three that cover the 1980’s, and three that cover Top 40 hits recorded within the past 
five years. It was not only challenging to find three regional bands within each genre that were experienced 



enough to perform at the Sunday on the Waterfront level, it was also a challenge to convince them to come 
out and play only one 40 minute set for a much smaller fee than they are accustomed to.  This wasn’t as easy 
as booking one band to play for three hours and some of them had to be cajoled to participate. What made 
the deal sweet was the opportunity to be paid to open for a national act which provides great exposure to any 
regional act. 
 
In the end, nine bands were booked and they are all excited to be a part of the event.  In fact, several other 
bands who have heard about Battle of the Decades through the media have contacted us to inquire about 
being included next year. 
 

 Event Production: The logistics of producing 3 live bands within a 3 hour time frame is tricky.  Each band can 
only play for forty minutes as a complete band set change takes twenty minutes.  We added an additional 
crew member to the production team to ensure that the set change would be completed in the twenty minute 
time frame and the June concert timing was pulled off without a hitch.   
 
Additionally, this format also creates two twenty minute breaks within a three hour concert that must be filled 
with material to engage and keep the audience from leaving early.  We overcame this challenge by hosting a 
“best dressed to the decade” contest and having a local restaurant, Grimaldi’s, donate gift cards in $5, $10 
and $20 increments to offer as prizes. The time is also well utilized by making announcements the cross-
promote upcoming City events, explaining the rules of the Battle and with the actual voting and 
announcement of the winning band after the third band’s set. 


